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1. The difference between modifier constructions and compounds. 
 
Different stress patterns in English modifier +head vs. compound constructions: 
 
(1) 
Compounds        Modifiers 
 
tóy store         toy tráin 
cát food         chicken sóup 
órange juice        orange páint 
bláckbird         black cát 
skáting pond        running bóy 
páper tray  [e.g. in a Xerox machine]   paper airplane 
 
Complex examples to discuss: 
 American history teacher: (i) American history + teacher: a compound with a phrasal first 
part, formed with a modifier. (ii) American + history teacher: American is a modifier 
modifying the compound noun history teacher 
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Different semantics: compounds are less compositional; their meaning often includes a 
context-dependent relation. 
 
(2) toy store: a store that sells toys 
 cat food:  food for cats 
 orange juice:  juice made from oranges  
 blackbird:  a particular kind of bird (which is characterized as black) 
 skating pond:  a pond where you can go skating, or a pond for skating on 
 
(3) The interpretation of novel examples (see Partee 1995).  
bear towel, butter clock, snow door, …   (you could make this into a game) 
 
(4)  Variations in interpretation strategies: the Gleitman and Gleitman experiments. 
  Combinations of 3 words, with variation in word order and stress pattern. Some of the 
words can be either adjective or noun. 
 (i) BLACK HOUSE bird       (a “house bird” (compound) that is black) 
 (ii) BLACK house BIRD        (compound:  “black-house” (also a compound) plus bird) 
   To interpret:  imagine a meaning for “black-house”; then imagine what kind of 
bird would be associated in what way with such a house. Maybe a black-house is a house that 
is always kept dark for developing photographs (there is a word “blackroom” with such a 
meaning), and maybe a blackhouse bird is a bird that lives in a/the blackhouse.. 
 (iii) HOUSE BLACK bird 
 (iv) HOUSE black BIRD 
 (v)  HOUSE black BIRD  I’m not sure that G&G distinguished (iv) from (v). In both 
cases the first part is a compound “house-black”. That could be a particular shade of black, or 
it could be the stuff you use to make a house black, or a person whose job it is to blacken the 
house.  In (iv), you then have to think up a possible meaning for the compound: some relation 
between a bird and “house-black”. Maybe it’s a bird which is always used in some way by 
the person who blackens the house.  In (v), house-black should be a modifier of ‘bird’, so 
house-black is probably a particular color.  
 
Difficult cases: stone lion, fake gun.  See the articles by Cooper and Franks and by Coulson 
and Fauconnier. We discuss them briefly in section 3 below. 

2.  Favorite and genitives. 
Introduction: 
 
Old Partee analysis: two types for favorite; the result is always relational, but the “input” 
noun may be either relational or not. Basic type: TCN/CN; shifted type TCN/TCN. 
 
The combinations favorite team, favorite sister always act like TCN’s. “x’s favorite team” is 
the team that x likes best out of all teams; “x’s favorite sister” is the sister of x’s that x likes 
best out of all sisters of x. 
 
A natural alternative approach for Jensen and Vikner to take, which was suggested in Partee 
and Borschev (1998) and worked out in Vikner and Jensen (1999), is to say that favorite  is 
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only of the endocentric type TCN/TCN, and if you combine it with a plain CN, that plain CN 
is coerced to become a TCN. 
 
Objection to that approach raised by Partee and Borschev: shouldn’t coercion predict that we 
would get the same relational reading for a given CN when it is coerced to become a TCN, 
whether it is coerced by the genitive construction or by favorite? 
 
But the coerced relations are clearly sometimes not the same: 
 
(21)  (a) Mary’s  favorite movie    

(b) Mary’s movie.  
 

(22)  (a) Mary’s  favorite poem 
  (b) Mary’s poem.  
 
Jensen and Vikner’s response, which we agree with: there is more to coercion than just 
shifting the types. The semantics of the functor words that are doing the coercing can 
influence more than just the type of the shift. For instance, 
 -- the genitive “likes” Agentive, Part-Whole, and Control relations; 
 -- favorite “likes” Telic relations, likes to add an ‘experiencer’ or ‘beneficiary’. 
Furthermore, sortal properties of the head noun play a large role in constraining and 
influencing the possible shifts of a noun to relational readings. The role of the sort of the 
noun is explored in Borschev and Partee (1998, 1999a,b), following earlier related work by 
Borschev and Knorina. We are pursuing this work further in cooperation with colleagues in 
Russia. 
 
So as we study coercion in the context of genitives, relational and non-relational nouns, and 
favorite, we move from a largely “structural” study of type-shifting to a more fine-grained 
study of “sort-shifting” and the interaction of lexical and compositional semantics. Shifts in 
meanings of other adjectives can also be fruitfully reexamined in this light. 

2.1. Theories of favorite and adjective types.  
 Trying to decide between the two theories of the genitive leads to interesting questions 
about the meaning and "valency" of the adjective favorite, and about the interactions of 
compositional and lexical semantics. 

2.1.1. Partee 1983: non-uniform favorite with simple “likes best”  
 On the analysis of Partee (1983), favorite can combine with either a TCN or a CN, always 
resulting in a TCN. The basic meaning appears to be the one that combines with a plain CN, 
the other is derivable by what is probably a general type-shift rule.  
 
 (10)(a) |[favorite1]TCN/CN| = λP[λy[λx[P(x) & y likes x best out of P]]] 
         (b) |[favorite2]TCN/TCN| = λR[λy[λx[R(y)(x) & favorite1'(R(y))(x)]]] 

 The effect of these two interpretations is that Mary’s favorite movie, with CN movie, will 
pick out the movie that Mary likes best out of all movies, whereas Mary’s favorite teacher, 
with TCN teacher, will pick out the teacher that Mary likes best out of all of Mary’s teachers. 
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2.1.2. Non-uniform favorite with added relational parameter, “likes best as a P, 
as an R”.  
 There may be another semantically obligatory parameter in the meaning of favorite, one 
which would be expressed overtly in expressions with ”likes” as an as-phrase:   
 

(11) Which teacher does Mary like best as a teacher/ as a person/ as a ping-pong partner? 
 

This in turn suggests a possible empirical difference between the predictions of the two 
approaches to the genitive, discussed in Section 5 below.  
 

 First consider the missing parameter in combination with a TCN. We think that Mary’s 
favorite teacher normally means “teacher of Mary’s that Mary likes best as a teacher out of 
all of her teachers”, with the same relation showing up in all three places. I.e., with a TCN, 
we use its inherent R to supply the missing parameter. So the revised meaning of “favorite + 
TCN” would be: 
 

(12)   |[favorite2]TCN/TCN| = λR[λy[λx[R(y)(x) & y likes x as an R better than any other z 
  such that (R(y))(x)]]] 
 And what about “favorite + CN”? For a first hypothesis, let’s suppose that “Mary’s 
favorite violinist” means the violinist that Mary likes best as a violinist. This means that with 
a plain CN we use its inherent P to fix the missing parameter. Then the definition of Partee’s 
TCN/CN version of favorite would be revised as follows: 

(13) |[favorite1]TCN/CN| = λP[λy[λx[P(x) & y likes x better as a P than any other z such 
that P(z)]]] 

2.1.3. “Possible Jensen and Vikner” analysis: uniform favorite with coercion.  
 Favorite may be the only adjective which obligatorily produces a TCN output. It was not 
clear which of its types on the Partee 1983 analysis should be considered basic. Probably its 
more marked type, TCN/CN, should be the basic lexical type for favorite, a marked sort of 
adjective, with its more unmarked type TCN/TCN derived as a natural alternative. The 
Bittner and Hale constraint (no shifts into otherwise unattested category-type pairings) would 
in fact require this choice.  
 For J&V it would be reasonable to exclude the type TCN/CN altogether, require all 
adjectives to be endocentric (i.e. of some type X/X), and let favorite trigger coercion of the 
CN that it applies to form a TCN. We will therefore assume that J&V would prefer to have 
just one meaning for favorite, of type TCN/TCN, just as they favor a uniform treatment of the 
genitive. 
 This was suggested in Partee and Borschev (2000); and carried out V&J (2002). 

2.1.4. Coercion analysis: effects on analysis of other adjectives and type-
shifting. 
 The analysis of such inherently relational adjectives as favorite suggests taking a second 
look at traditionally CN/CN adjectives like new. We can distinguish four separate (but 
related) types for new. 
 (14)(a) [new1]t/e : "hasn't existed long" (a new movie) 
     (b) [new2]CN/CN: "hasn't been a CN long" (a new movie star) 
     (c) [new3]TCN/TCN:"hasn't been TCN-of long" (my new friend) 
     (d) [new4]TCN/CN: "hasn't been (free) Ri-of long" (John's new car is an old car.) 
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The TCN/CN version, new4, is definable from the TCN/TCN version and a free R: 
 (15)  new4' =  λP[λy[λx[P(x) & new3'(R)(y)(x)]]] 
 
 The coercion idea of Jensen and Vikner suggests the possibility of eliminating the 
TCN/CN version of new altogether and accounting for it via coercion of the noun instead; 
this would be desirable insofar as CN/CN and TCN/TCN are both natural types (endocentric 
modifiers), and TCN/CN a marked type which should be used, if at all, only for lexically 
basic meanings like the meaning of favorite.  
 In the example of (14d), then, the genitive would force the whole CN new car to become 
TCN, and the adjective and noun would then most naturally be construed as TCN/TCN and 
TCN respectively. 
 We can then suggest some natural generalizations about adjective meanings and adjective 
meaning-shifts. 
(16)(a) Basic types for adjectives: t/e (e → t) and CN/CN (( e → t) → (e → t)). 
  (b) Natural shifts: 
  (i) from t/e: by conjunction only. 
   t/e to CN/CN: λPλx[P(x) & ADJ1(x)] 
   t/e to TCN/TCN: λR[λy[λx[R(y)(x) & ADJ1'(x)]]] 
  (ii) from CN/CN 
   to t/e:  ADJ2(x) = ADJ1(entity')(x) 
   to TCN/TCN: ADJ3(R)(y)(x) = ADJ1'(R(y))(x) 

2.2. Exploring  coercion principles: genitive vs. favorite. Different “preferred 
relations? 
Partee (1983/97) had two types for favorite and two types for John’s, depending on whether 
they were combining with a plain CN or a relational TCN. In favorite brother, favorite is the 
type that we are abbreviating (using categorial grammar terminology as a shorthand) as 
TCN/TCN. In favorite movie, favorite is of type TCN/CN.  
 
As we noted last time, a uniform genitive with coercion suggests that we also treat favorite 
uniformly. Instead of analyzing Mary’s favorite movie with a TCN/CN type of meaning for 
favorite, we could rule out the type TCN/CN as a possible adjective type altogether. We 
could then treat favorite uniformly as type TCN/TCN, letting it coerce a plain noun to a 
relational noun just as the genitive does. 

2.2.1  Against coercion with favorite. 
 But on second look, it does not seem right after all to treat favorite uniformly as 
TCN/TCN with the same kind of coercion of a CN argument as occurs with the genitive. The 
reason for not wanting to coerce the CN to a TCN comes from examples like (21a) and (21b). 
 
(21)  (a) Mary’s  favorite movie  
  (b) Mary’s movie.  
 
 Example (21a) has a very clear meaning that hardly seems context-dependent at all. It 
would take a very strong context to get it to mean anything other than simply "the movie 
Mary likes best", with its domain parameter understood simply as the set of all movies, or all 
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movies in some contextually delimited set. No particular relation between Mary and movies 
is suggested or required; movie does not seem to be coerced to any TCN reading. 
 But Mary’s movie is quite a different matter: There is no most obvious lexical relation 
that would trigger lexical coercion, but the possibilities would include such things as “acted 
in”, “directed”, “rented from the video store”, “reviewed for the local paper”, etc.   
 The main difference between the two cases is that there need be no shift to any such 
relation in interpreting Mary’s favorite movie. It may happen, e.g. if we replace the “neutral” 
name Mary by the name of a known director, actor, movie critic, etc., (as in Fellini’s favorite 
movie), that contextual knowledge might indeed favor a shift from simply “likes best as a 
movie (to watch) out of the set of all movies” to “liked best (to direct?) out of the set of all of 
his (directed by him) movies”. But even in such a case the shift is not required; Fellini’s 
favorite movie can also simply mean the movie he liked best, which need not be one of “his” 
movies.  

2.2.2. In favor of coercion with favorite, looking at more than just types. 
  But on third look, as Jensen and Vikner have noted (Jensen and Vikner, ms. 1998), 
one can argue that shifting probably more than just types, and it is very likely that the 
coercions triggered by favorite and by the genitive construction, while identical at the level of 
types, show fine-grained semantic distinctions in the nature of the relation they “want” the 
noun to have.  
 
Both genitives and favorite occur with many sorts of inherently relational nouns (“TCNs”), 
subject to the restriction that for favorite, the ‘possessor’ term of the relation must be 
approximately animate. But when they “coerce” a plain CN to take on a relational 
interpretation,  favorite “likes” “telically-oriented” relations, whereas genitive “prefers” 
“agentive” relations,  “possession/control” relations, and “part/whole” relations.  
 
This difference is particularly clear in the following pair, noted by Ekaterina Rakhilina (p.c.): 
 
(1) (a) Mary’s poem  

(b) Mary’s favorite poem 
 
Example (1a) is from Jensen & Vikner (ms. 1998); they note that the default interpretation is 
one in which Mary is the author (a case of “agent”) of the poem. Rakhilina observes that the 
clear default for (1b) is one in which Mary is a reader (or hearer) of the poem; this can be 
taken as an instance of the “telic” relation, since “poems are to read”. (Cf. the similar telic 
preference in Mary enjoyed the poem, a kind of case discussed by Pustejovsky.) 
 
The idea that (1b) may be an instance of a telic relation, with Mary as something like a 
beneficiary or experiencer, is different from the view expressed in Partee and Borschev (in 
press) (see section 1.2.1 above). At that time, we did not see movie as “becoming relational” 
at all when it combines with favorite. There we just thought of favorite as adding a relation, 
as if favorite movie meant simply movie that __ likes best. 
 
Does favorite really coerce a CN to a TCN meaning or not? Does the relation of a poem to its 
reader or hearer become part of a shifted TCN-type meaning of poem in (1b), or is that 
relation just something salient in the context but not literally part of the meaning? So far, we 
seem to lack clear ways to argue this issue one way or the other. 
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The contrast is not often as clear-cut as with (1a,b). But the existence of such contrasts 
dispels the otherwise reasonable supposition that type shifting is just a matter of “find the 
most salient possible relational reading of the given noun”.  

3. Privative adjectives and Polish NP-split phenomena 
 Nowak (2000) studied the phenomenon of “split PPs” and “split NPs” in Polish. (See 
also (Gouskova 2000) for related work on Russian, as well as (Junghanns 2000, Mehlhorn 
2000).) Ignoring PPs for simplicity, and ignoring the topic-focus structure that motivates the 
splitting, the facts are that an NP consisting of Adj and N in Polish may be “split”, with either 
the Adj sentence-initial and the N sentence-final, or the N sentence-initial and the Adj 
sentence-final. Sequences of Adj’s can be sentence-initial; only a single element can be 
sentence-final. Examples of NP-splits (all actually PP-splits, which combine properties of 
NP-splits with constraints on where the preposition can end up) are given in (1 - 2) below, 
with the relevant constituents underlined. 
 Sentences (1b) and (2b) are ‘split’ versions of sentences (1a) and (2a), which 
represent the unmarked word order. In (1b) the preposition and adjective are in sentence-
initial position and the bare noun is sentence-final, while in (2b) the preposition and noun are 
sentence-initial and the adjective is sentence-final. All examples are from Nowak (2000)1. 
 
(1)(a) Kelnerki     rozmawiały o        przystojnym      chłopcu. 
            waitresses talked           about  handsomeLOC.   boy LOC. 
            ‘The waitresses talked about a handsome boy.’ 
 
      (b) O       przystojnym   kelnerki      rozmawiały chłopcu.  
           about handsomeLOC. waitresses  talked           boyLOC. 
           ‘The waitresses talked about a handsome BOY’ 
 
(2)(a) Włamano        się       do nowego  sklepu. 
            broke-in (one) reflex. to  newGEN.  storeGEN. 
           ‘Someone broke into the new store.’ 
 
      (b) Do sklepu     włamano         się      nowego. 
            to  storeGEN. broke-in (one) reflex. newGEN. 
            ‘Someone broke into the NEW store.’ 
 
 What is of particular interest here is that some adjectives can particpate in the splitting 
construction and some cannot.  
 
(3) a. Do rozległej weszliśmy   doliny.          (b) Do doliny      weszliśmy       rozległej 
           to  large-gen(we)entered valley-gen       to  valley-gen (we)entered    large-gen 
         ‘We entered a large VALLEY.’                          ‘We entered a LARGE valley.’ 
 
(4) a.*Z byłym        rozmawiała  prezydentem.     b. *Z prezydentem    rozmawiała byłym. 
      with former-instr (she)talked  president-instr    with president-instr (she)talked former 
     ‘She talked with the former PRESIDENT’           ‘She talked with the FORMER president’ 
 
 Those that CAN split include: 
(5) a. rozlegley  ‘large’ 
 b. biedny ‘poor’ in the sense of ‘not rich’, not in the sense of ‘pitiful’ 

                                                           
1 Bożena Cetnarowska (p.c.) has informed me that the data are less black-and-white than they appear here; I will 
not discuss the complexities here, but only note that the generalizations made in the text still seem to hold.  
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 c.   (Polish translations of) generous, pretty, healthy, Chinese, talkative (intersective) 
 d.   skillful, recent, good, typical  (subsective) 
 e. counterfeit, past (?!), spurious, imaginary, fictitious (privative [!]) 
 
Those that CANNOT split include: 
(6) a. biedny ‘poor’ in the sense of ‘pitiful’  
 b. Polish translations of alleged, potential, predicted, disputed (non-subsective, 
non-privative (‘modal’) 
 
Another important fact is that the ones that cannot split also cannot occur predicatively.  
 
 What is peculiar about this data in the light of the traditional classification outlined in 
the earlier lecture on Adjectives is that the NP-split phenomenon does not apply to a “natural 
class”. It is unexpected for the intersective, subsective, and privative adjectives to pattern 
together, while the non-subsective adjectives that are “noncommittal” (and which can 
reasonably be characterized as “modal”), cannot participate in the NP-split.  

4. Principles of interpretation 
 The hypothesis I propose is that Nowak’s data tells us that adjectives fake and 
imaginary aren’t actually privative, but subsective, and that no adjectives are actually 
privative. In interpreting a question like Is that gun real or fake? or sentences like (7a) and 
(7b) below, I hypothesize that we actually expand the denotation of ‘fur’ to include both fake 
and real fur. 
 
 (7) a. I don’t care whether that fur is fake fur or real fur.  
 b. I don’t care whether that fur is fake or real.  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
In fact, even in A fake gun is not a gun, it is reasonable to suppose that the first occurrence of 
gun, modified by fake, is similarly coerced, whereas the second, unmodified, occurrence is 
not. Normally, in the absence of a modifier like fake or real, all guns are understood to be 
real guns, as is evident when one asks how many guns the law permits each person to own, 
for instance. Without the coerced expansion of the denotation of the noun, not only would 
fake be privative, but the adjective real would always be redundant2.  
 Kamp and Partee (1995), in discussing the “recalibration” of adjective interpretations 
in context, introduced a number of principles, including the following “Non-Vacuity 
Principle”. 
 
(8) Non-vacuity principle (NVP): 

In any given context, try to interpret any predicate so that both its positive and 
negative extension are non-empty. (Kamp and Partee 1995, p.161)  

 
The Non-Vacuity Principle applies not only to simple predicates but to predicates formed, for 
instance, by combination of an adjective and a noun: these should be interpreted in such a 
way that the ADJ + N  combination is a non-vacuous predicate. 
 
However, Kamp and Partee (1995) also argued, in part on the basis of clear examples like (9), 
that in ADJ + N constructions, one first interprets the noun in the given context (ignoring the 
adjective), and then “recalibrates” the adjective as necessary. This principle is expressed as 
the “Head Primacy Principle” in (10). 

                                                           
2 This property of real is noticed in passing by Lakoff (1987, p.75). 
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(9) a.  giant midget (a midget, but an exceptionally large one) 
 b. midget giant (a giant, but an exceptionally small one) 
 
(10) The Head primacy principle (HPP):  

In a modifier-head structure, the head is interpreted relative to the context of the 
whole constituent, and the modifier is interpreted relative to the local context created 
from the former context by the interpretation of the head.3 (Kamp and Partee 1995, 
p.161) 

 
In many cases, the Non-Vacuity Principle and the Head Primacy Principle cooperate to 
account for the observed results, including not only the examples in (9), but also the fact that 
the truth of (11b) below is compatible with a non-redundant use of the modifier in (11a).  
 
(11) a. This is a sharp knife. 
 b. Knives are sharp. (Kamp and Partee 1995, p.162) 
 
 If the Head Primacy Principle is absolute, the proposed shift in the interpretation of 
the head noun under coercion by a privative adjective like fake or a “tautologous” adjective 
like real would be impossible. But there are other examples as well that suggest that the Head 
Primacy Principle probably has to be seen as non-absolute. In particular, there is a large and 
productive class of “constitutive material” modifiers that occur in examples like stone lion, 
wooden horse, velveteen rabbit, rubber duck. It is evidently so easy to shift nouns from their 
literal meaning to a meaning “representation/model of …” that we hardly notice the shift.4  
 The stone lion problem in particular has attracted considerable attention in recent 
years. See the readings mentioned at the beginning of the handout. One salient property of 
these “constitutive material” adjectives is that if we assume that the noun shifts (if necessary; 
it need not shift at all in stone wall, wooden spoon, woolen sweater, rubber ball), then they 
are always simple intersective adjectives, whereas if we didn’t assume that the noun shifts, 
we would have to treat them as sometimes intersective (stone wall, wooden spoon) and 
sometimes privative (stone lion, wooden horse).  
 The perspective of Optimality Theory suggests that we can account for this situation 
by saying that the Non-Vacuity Principle outranks the Head Primacy Principle. We normally 
try to obey both. But if there is no reasonable way to obey the Non-Vacuity Principle without 
shifting the noun outside its normal bounds (as in the case of fake and real), then it may be 
shifted in such a way as to make the compound predicate obey the Non-Vacuity Principle. 
(Since this is always necessary with privative and “tautologous” modifiers, there might even 
be something in their lexical semantics that particularly indicates the need to shift the head to 
which they apply.) And if there is an extremely productive and “easy” shift of the noun that 
would make it easy to satisfy the Non-Vacuity Principle, as in the case of the 
“representations” in wooden horse, etc., there too we can override the Head Primacy 
Principle. Understanding just how these principles interact is an interesting and open research 
problem. 

                                                           
3 “In the simplest cases, the effect of the interpretation of a head noun on a given context will be to restrict the 
local domain to the positive extension of the head in the given context.” (Kamp and Partee 1995, p.161, fn.23) 
4 In fact, in the literature on prototype theory, one can observe that many of the reported experiments on 
judgments of prototypicality are carried out with pictures of objects rather than actual objects, but all of the 
language of the experiments and of the discussion of the experiments refers to the corresponding objects, not to 
pictures of objects.  And normally we don’t even notice; starting with our children and their picture books, we 
say things like, “Where’s the doggy? There’s the doggy!” Presumably no normal parent would say “Where’s the 
picture of the doggy? There’s the picture of the doggy!”  
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 And I would suggest that no adjectives are privative (Partee in press). “Normal” 
adjectives are always subsective, and there should be some ways to identify “modal” 
adjectives as a special subclass, such that only they are not necessarily subsective.   
 
 One surprising piece of data that remains in the Polish facts is that the adjective 
corresponding to English past does allow NP splitting and can occur in predicate position. 
This calls for further investigation: perhaps Polish past is different from English former in 
allowing a corresponding expansion of the extension of the noun it applies to. There are 
certainly unclear cases in English: witness the uncertainty in classifying retired, dead as 
intersective vs. privative. Probably the line is not sharp because the extension of nouns is 
quite ‘adjustable’. 
 
 When thinking about a question like (12a) below, there is in normal circumstances no 
temptation to include dead poets. Note that it’s not that the predicate poet by itself 
presupposes that the entities it applies to are alive, since we readily talk about anthologies of 
works by 18th century poets, and we don’t usually refer to them as dead poets or former poets 
or ex-poets (the movie title Dead Poets Society has the feel of an intentionally surprising 
phrase). And be in Amherst cannot be said to presuppose that the entities it applies to are 
living animate entities. Yet the combination of poet with an extensional present-tense 
predicate together carries at least a very strong implicature that we are to count “live” poets. 
But exactly the opposite is true for question (12b), since the predicate are buried, discounting 
ghoulish situations, when combined with a subject noun phrase that (normally) denotes an 
animate being, normally presupposes that the ‘animate entities’ it applies to are dead. 
 
(12) a.   How many poets are there in Amherst? 

b. How many poets are buried in Amherst? 
 
The conclusion from such examples seems to be that whether the extension of a noun like 
poet at a given time includes only poets living at that time or both living and dead poets is 
highly dependent on the rest of the context, and easily shifts. Similar examples can easily be 
multiplied, and there may well be other phenomena that should be looked at in a similar 
light5. Bennett (1974) observed that Montague’s list of intensional verbs contained verbs of 
two different sorts. The typical intensional verb in Montague’s list was seek, which exhibits 
all the classic opacity properties. But Montague’s list also included worship and remember, 
and Bennett noted that an indefinite object with those verbs is always interpreted as 
“specific”, not “non-specific”; the only sense in which it is “intensional” is that the object in 
question need not exist at the world and time of the worshipping or remembering.  
 
 If the hypothesis proposed in this section can be maintained, then the classification of 
adjectives would be much more neatly constrained. Adjectives would still be functions from 
properties to properties in the most general case, but in harmony with the traditional notion of 
modifiers, they would normally be constrained to be subsective. We still need to allow for 
the ‘modal’ adjectives, which are not so constrained; the Polish data would provide fuel for a 
proposal to consider them syntactically as well as semantically distinct. I have said nothing to 

                                                           
5 Bennett (1974) observed that Montague’s list of intensional verbs contained verbs of two different sorts. The 
typical intensional verb in Montague’s list was seek, which exhibits all the classic opacity properties. But 
Montague’s list also included worship and remember, and Bennett noted that an indefinite object with those 
verbs is always interpreted as “specific”, not “non-specific”; the only sense in which it is “intensional” is that 
the object in question need not exist at the world and time of the worshipping or remembering.  It might be 
fruitful to consider these verbs as ones which sometimes coerce expansion of the domains in which their direct 
objects are interpreted rather than as intensional. 
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help with the problem of how to constrain the nonsubsective adjectives to just the kinds of 
‘modal’ adjectives which actually occur and not allow random nonsubsective functions: this 
challenge is raised in (Heim 1999), and I have no solution to it. But if we can exclude 
privative adjectives completely, that would be one step in the direction of constraints. Of 
course more work also needs to be done on the detailed lexical semantics of each of the 
putatively privative adjectives, since they are far from identical. That remains for someone to 
do in the future. 
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